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Scholarly and critical complete edition of the eminent
Swiss composer Othmar Schoeck (1886–1957) in
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As well as a scrupulously edited and newly set musical text,
the Edition features a detailed introductory discussion of the
genesis and reception history of each work
in German and English.

Biography

Othmar Schoeck is the
only twentieth-century
Swiss composer to have
his works published in a
Critical Complete Edition.

Schoeck was born in 1886 in Brunnen (Central Switzerland)
but spent his entire adult life in Zurich. His musical education
was initially acquired at the Zurich Conservatory under
Friedrich Hegar and Lothar Kempter. In 1907/08 he attended
Max Reger’s master classes in composition in Leipzig. From
1908 he directed several choirs in Zurich, and between 1917
and 1944 he was in charge of the symphony concerts in
St Gallen.
After returning from Leipzig he rapidly established his name
as a composer in Switzerland through his songs, choral
works and above all his Violin Concerto. His eight stage
works and his major song-cycles brought him renown from
the 1920s onwards throughout the German-speaking
domain and beyond. Whereas with his one-acter
Penthesilea (f.p. 1927) Schoeck was in close touch with the
avant-garde of the time, he was more strongly orientated
to classicistic trends during the 1930s before achieving a
greater spiritualisation and condensation of his musical
language in the late works composed after the
Second World War.

Up to Schoeck’s death in 1957 his works were recognized
internationally and performed by distinguished interpreters
(such as Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau), but during the 1960s they
largely disappeared from the concert hall as being
“unseasonable.” From the late 1980s onwards one notices
a new awakening of interest in Schoeck’s compositions, an
interest resulting in numerous widely regarded
performances (e.g. Penthesilea, 1999 Lucerne Festival) and a
large number of recordings and scholarly publications.

The Complete Edition
comprises 24 volumes and
includes all the printed and
unprinted compositions
based on a critical
comparison of all accessible
sources.

Description of the
Edition

 In the main section the final version is reproduced in

every instance. Earlier versions or variants that can be
regarded as alternatives are printed in an appendix or
documented elsewhere in the volume. Fragments or
works of doubtful authenticity are generally reproduced
in facsimile. On the other hand sketches and drafts are
not usually printed.
 An Introduction in German and (from 2001) English
provides information about the history and reception of
a work and assigns it a place in terms of genre and music
history.
 The Critical Report contains a detailed description of
sources, a critique of the sources, a list of variant readings
and other special aspects of the transmission.
 Each volume is rendered more user-friendly, and the
Complete Edition more easy to survey, through lists of
abbreviations and a list of the frequently quoted
literature, as well as an index of persons, places and
subjects.

Synopsis of the
Volumes
Series I
Vol. 1

Vol. 2
Vol. 3
Vol. 4
Vol. 5
Vol. 6
Vol. 7

Solo Songs
Lieder from the early period I (up to 1910), (in 2 parts)
edited by Lukas M. Meister, 583 pp., 2004
(ISBN 3-906415-39-2), format I
Lieder from the early period II (ca. 1905–1923)
Lieder from the middle period (1928–1945)
Lieder from the late period (1946–1956)
in preparation, edited by Georges Starobinski
Songs for voice and instruments
Songs for voice and orchestra
Songs: arrangements for voice and piano

Series II
Vol. 8

Choral Works
Works for mixed chorus, male chorus, female or children’s
chorus, a cappella or with accompaniment
edited by Bernhard Billeter, 480 pp., 2002
(ISBN 3-906415-36-8), format II

Series III
Vol. 9

Stage Works
Early stage works and unfinished stage projects
in preparation, edited by Beat A. Föllmi
Erwin und Elmire
in preparation, edited by Patrick Müller and Beat A. Föllmi
Don Ranudo (in 3 parts)
edited by Thomas Seedorf, 787 pp., 1999
(ISBN 3-906415-32-5), format II
Das Wandbild
in preparation, edited by Jürg Stenzl
Venus (in 2 parts)
in preparation, edited by Annegret Fauser

Vol. 10
Vol. 11

Vol. 12
Vol. 13

Synopsis of the
Volumes

Vol. 14
Vol. 15

Vol. 16

Vol. 17
Series IV
Vol. 18

Vol. 19
Vol. 20
Vol. 21

Vol. 22

Vol. 23

Series V
Vol. 24

Penthesilea
Vom Fischer un syner Fru
edited by Hans Oesch †, 194 pp., 2003
(ISBN 3-906415-37-6), format II
Massimilla Doni (in 3 parts: full score and vocal score)
Vocal score, edited by Michael Baumgartner, 400 pp.,
2000 (ISBN 3-906415-33-3), format I
Das Schloss Dürande (in 2 parts)
Instrumental Music
Works for piano
edited by Erik Levi, 450 pp., 2005
(ISBN 3-906415-40-6), format I
Works for a solo instrument and piano
Works for string quartet
in preparation, edited by Ludwig Finscher
Works for small orchestra or string orchestra
edited by Victor Ravizza, 211 pp., 1995
(ISBN 3-906415-30-9), format I
Works for full orchestra
edited by Gérard Dayer, 317 pp., 1997
(ISBN 3-906415-31-7), format II
Works for a solo instrument and orchestra
edited by Beat A. Föllmi, 280 pp., 2001
(ISBN 3-906415-35-X), format II
Supplement
Fragments, newly discovered sources, doubtful works

For details of the contents
of individual volumes, see
www.othmar-schoeck.ch.

Othmar Schoeck
Research Archive

The Othmar Schoeck
Society (OSG) began to set
up a Schoeck Archive as
long ago as 1962. The
Othmar Schoeck Research
Archive is now located at
Viktoriastrasse 32, Zurich.

The Research Archive comprises:
 all the autograph scores (photocopies) and printings of

Othmar Schoeck’s works
 letters from, to and about Schoeck (photocopies)
 a reference library of Schoeck publications
 a collection of reviews and concert announcements

These materials are all contained in electronic data banks
and referenced by catchword. Furthermore there is an
Othmar Schoeck Archive (OSA) with original manuscripts
and other original materials deposited in the Zurich Central
Library.
The Othmar Schoeck Research Archive is the seat of the
Complete Edition. It organizes international conferences
and publishes the Schriftenreihe der Othmar SchoeckGesellschaft.
The Research Archive will gladly provide musicians, music
scholars, concert promoters and interested private individuals
with information about Othmar Schoeck’s life and works.
The documents and data banks can be viewed in situ by prior
arrangement.
Othmar Schoeck
Research Archive
Viktoriastrasse 32
CH-8057 Zürich
Tel.: +41 (0)44 310 80 22
Fax: +41 (0)44 310 80 23

contact@othmar-schoeck.ch
www.othmar-schoeck.ch

Editor in Chief,
Complete Edition
Dr habil. Beat A. Föllmi
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Society
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Staff Editors
Dr Michael Baumgartner
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Etzelweg 9
CH-8704 Herrliberg

The Othmar Schoeck
Complete Edition was
established by Prof Dr Max
Lütolf in 1988. Following
his retirement, Dr Beat A.
Föllmi was appointed the
new Editor in Chief in 2001.

“A symbolic
memorial”

Max Favre, Bund,
20 July 1996
The Complete Edition will comprise a total of 24 volumes by
the time of its scheduled completion in the year 2016. The
Complete Edition is an independent research project
operating under the patronage of the Swiss Academy of
Humanities and Social Sciences (SAGW), which has set up an
“Othmar Schoeck” governing body. The Complete Edition is
also a member of the “Specialist Group of Independent
Research Institutions.” The project is financed by public and
private funding.

On Volume 21, Small Orchestral Works:
“This first installment of the twenty-four-volume complete
edition marks a promising beginning with its solid critical
integrity and intelligibility of presentation. The critical
report placed after the music contains and admirably
detailed survey of sources and editorial method… Ravizza
has nevertheless produced a model edition of Schoeck’s
orchestral music…”
James L. Zychowicz, Notes, September 1997

On Volume 22, Orchestral Works:
“The other two works it contains, the Präludium Op. 48 and
the Festlicher Hymnus Op. 64, have long been unavailable,
which makes this volume particularly welcome. The quality
of the printing, paper and binding is excellent, and the publisher is to be highly commended for it…”
Chris Walton, Music & Letters, No. 80/1, 1999

Issue: April 2006

On Volume 1, Early Lieder:
“This extremely reader-friendly volume has been edited
scrupulously and tidily. Because it fills a gap regarding
access to Schoeck’s early works, it is a long awaited and
welcome event for Schoeck scholars and performers alike.”
Hanspeter Renggli, Schweizer Musikzeitung, No. 9, 2005

The Complete Edition can
be purchased through
either a complete or a part
(series) subscription. Only
Volumes 1, 8 and all the
operas (Volumes 9–17) can
be acquired singly.

Conditions of
Purchase

The subscription price is fixed at 15% below the later retail
price for a complete subscription and at 10% lower for a
part-subscription. The subscription period expires with the
publication of the last volume of the Complete Edition for a
complete subscription; with the publication of the last volume in the relevant series for a part-subscription; and with
the publication of the relevant volume where available
singly.
Members of the Othmar Schoeck Society receive a discount
of 25 % on all prices.
Price guide-lines per 8-page
Complete
subscription
CHFr Euro
Format I
5.60 3.60
Format II
6.30 4.10

quire
Part-subscription
CHFr Euro
6.20 4.00
6.90 4.50

Retail price
CHFr
6.90
7.50

Euro
4.45
4.90

Postage and packing charges are not included in the above
rates. Should any changes occur in the production costs or
the general economic situation, the publisher reserves the
right to make a corresponding price adjustment.
Production Details
Printing: acid-free manuscript offset paper
Binding: blue cloth with embossed title
Format I
Format II

225 x 305 mm
271 x 375 mm

To order the Complete Edition (complete or part-subscription), please apply to your music dealer or direct to the Hug
Verlag.

Publisher
Hug & Co. Musikverlage
Limmatquai 28–30
Postfach
CH-8022 Zürich
Tel.: +41 (0)44 269 41 41
Fax: +41 (0)44 269 41 06
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